AVNRT INDUCTION

Atrial Tachycardia

RV Entrainment: VAAV Response

Early Signals in RF During Tachycardia

Late Signal in RF During Sinus Rhythm

Figure A: Clinical tachycardia - AVNRT; Figure B: Induction of AVNRT by programmed atrial stimulation; Figure C: Conversion of AVNRT to AT during ventricular overdrive pacing;

Figure D: Shows atrial tachycardia cools down and spontaneous termination; Figure E: RV entrainment shows VAAV response for the 2nd tachycardia (AT);

Figure F & G: Signals in the ablation catheter during tachycardia and sinus rhythm; Figure H & I: 3-D electro anatomical mapping showing ablation at earliest activation site with termination upon RF energy